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James Marshall ·  Top Commenter · Musician at Musician · 186 followers

This is exactly what i thought about the ski masks and the ids.....this has to be
an operation purely to vilify French Muslims.and to validate new restrictions.
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James Marshall ·  Top Commenter · Musician at Musician · 186

followers

Ed Bear - what i'm sick of is guys like you who want to give the
authorities every excuse to turn our countries into fucking police
states. did you know that the police killed 9 french communists in
Paris in 1962 and the year before nearly 200 algerians.....given the
drive to bastardize Muslims generally it's not difficult to see how this
could have been an operation to do just that!........lets take body
measurements of the so called two muslim culprits and the men in
the video and see if they match!

Reply · Like ·  · Edited · January 10 at 12:09pm54

Rui Manuel Areal Gonçalves ·  Top Commenter · Santo Tirso

uncut video https://mega.co.nz/#!1Fg2RDIA!8YUjsSdPlZOeVokf
YLSR8-gjcoeDFt1BBtxKsFTLX6g

Reply · Like ·  · January 10 at 3:09pm2

Tom Maucher

Rui Manuel Areal Gonçalves On THIS clip, his head can be seen to
jerk at the time of the shot. On the other the "jerk"or "shock" is NOT
THERE.
Clearly, someone is lying.
But who?

Reply · Like ·  · January 11 at 6:50am2

Preston Cornett ·  Top Commenter

You guys are fucking retarded. A 7.62 fired at that close range will be a thru
and thru. The head will not explode as the bullet is traveling too fast.

And the 4 dead at the deli? What's the conspiracy there?

The 12 dead at Charlies? What's the conspiracy there?

The ties to Yemen? The ties to the hatchet man in NY? What are the
conspiracies there?

Maybe, just maybe, Muslims indeed are fucking terrorists bent on building a
one-world caliphate and force Sharia into every government? how's that for a
conspiracy?
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Preston Cornett ·  Top Commenter

And further, what's the conspiracy behind them claiming they have
avenged Muhammad in that clipped? You going to claim that was
edited in to further the "conspiracy"? Go back to your mom's
basement.

Reply · Like ·  · January 10 at 5:48pm17

Steve Brown ·  Top Commenter · Manchester, United Kingdom

The murderers were motivated by revenge. They picked a relatively
easy target (but they had to do some research to find the gaffe in
the first place...it was a 'secret office') and they knew, somehow,
that there would be a management meeting on the Wednesday but
their motive was vengance - for the cartoons but mainly for all the
shit in the Middle East. Stupid response for so many reasons. Lets
the bigger state terrorists off the hook.

Reply · Like ·  · January 11 at 5:47am4

Owner/Operator/Photographer at Jalil al-Hamza · الجليل ابن راشد

Photography

Ignorant and paranoid...

Reply · Like ·  · January 11 at 11:13pm3

Jon Mono Woodhouse · Works at EDF Energy

This isn't Hollywood. In real life there is no large blood splatters or massive
trauma. What is suspicious is that there is no blood pooling immediate
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